The B-PSA Camping
Handbook

Prepared on behalf of the Baden-Powell Scouts’ Association
by Jay Dodson, HQ Commissioner for Scouts
Throughout the text, the word “him” or “he” shall be taken to infer both male and/or female.
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1. Introduction
This handbook is written as a guide for everyone within the B-PSA who is responsible for
organising camps (including nights away in indoor accommodation). That audience includes:
 Adult Leaders and Assistants in all Sections
 Patrol Leaders and Seconds
 Senior Scouts and Rover Scouts
We also encourage everyone who has parental responsibility for our members to read this
handbook, as it will help them to prepare their children for the amazing development
opportunities that Traditional Scout Camps offer.

We aim to progressively build the skills and abilities of our young people and, through that
process, to give them ever increasing responsibility to become self-reliant and capable
members of society. Camping is an excellent environment for achieving this aim, and we
must take every opportunity to give responsibility to the young people in our care.
Young people in the UK are growing up with more and more technical and labour saving
devices in their homes, and often in an environment where a “Nanny State” and risk-averse
parenting means that taking true responsibility for their own welfare is sadly lacking.
Stripping away home comforts does not mean we
should ever be uncomfortable at camp – it
does mean we should be more
resourceful about making ourselves
comfortable. Our founder Baden–Powell
said “Any fool can be uncomfortable at
camp” but we also know that he was a
strong advocate of the 11th unwritten Scout Law
“A Scout is no fool”.
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Welcome to a world where
blackberries and apples are
ingredients for a home cooked
pie!
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1. Introduction

Camping is fundamental to the Traditional Scouting ethos
of the B-PSA, we are a brotherhood of the open air. Our
standards, skills and behaviours at camp will promote our
beliefs and philosophies to a wider public. As a small
Traditional Scouting charity we don’t benefit from
widespread ownership of camping grounds, so the way in
which we camp will ensure that we continue to be
welcomed to camp at sites operated by other youth
organisations, activity centres and privately owned camp
sites, farmers’ fields, and even to enjoy wild camping opportunities.

What our Association Rules say:
Rule E10 simply states “All camping activities in the name of the Association, must comply
with the Association’s camping standards, including risk assessments.”
In practice that will mean that camps will adhere to:
 The guidance provided in this handbook
 Specific training provided by the Association training team
 The qualification and supervision for Scouting activities (document available on the
Association website)
 Any restrictions put in place by the Association’s insurers
 Proper completion and approval of camping permits
 Due diligence and risk assessment in line with current Association policies

1. Introduction
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2. Patrol Camping
This section is called Patrol Camping as a piece of shorthand. Let’s clarify this from the
outset – the B-PSA is committed to the Lodge, Six and Patrol systems throughout the
development of a young person from the youngest Beaver to the most experienced Rover
Scout. We create self-governing teams in all Sections, they take progressively more
responsibility and have greater influence on decision making as they move through the
Sections – for convenience the term Patrol is used from now on – but the principles apply
throughout.
The Patrol camp format should be the norm,
rather than the exception. Many of the basic
values of Scouting come together here, it
underpins our training programme, and to
underutilise it diminishes the development
opportunities for our members.

The progression of taking personal and team responsibility may look something like:
 a Beaver Lodge being responsible for their own washing and drying up at a sleep
over in the Scout hut,
 a Wolf Cub Six helping to prepare and cook some of their meals, clear up afterwards
and take responsibility for their tents and personal possessions,
 Scout Patrols and beyond camping independently with full responsibility for their
own welfare.
What does this actually look like in a field?

The choice of equipment and tentage
is now so diverse, that this should be a
Group decision based on their own
circumstances, experience and
preferences.

The camp layout is something which is far more sensible to address in this handbook, and
the description is based on a Scout Patrol site (which can be adapted to suit younger
sections).
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2. Patrol Camping

The Patrol, with leadership from amongst its peer group, is a must for camping and,
wherever possible, it should be striving for the membership to be the same at camp as it is
at weekly meetings.

At a standing camp the ideal is for every Patrol to camp in its own well defined area, and for
that area to include where applicable:
 sleeping tents,
 store tents and dining
shelters,
 wood chopping, wood
storage, fire and cooking
facilities
 personal hygiene facilities
 waste disposal facilities

Let’s look at each of these in turn.
Sleeping tents
The Patrol should sleep in one or more tents which are
designed for multiple night use in a standing camp. The tent
should provide protection from the weather, and be large
enough to allow each member room to sleep comfortably and
store a reasonable quantity of personal kit in their own space.
A minimum of three Patrol members per tent is normal,
where experienced Patrol members are mixed with the less
experienced. The less experienced can then learn from their peers, and will soon feel more
comfortable and be less likely to be home sick. The distance between tents will depend on
the circumstances, but they should be a minimum of 4 metres from any source of fire, and
many local authorities are now recommending 6 metres.
If possible the sleeping tents should be pitched smartly in line with each other, but let’s also
be realistic and accept that sometimes the size and contours of the site will mean that the
need to find suitable flat spots becomes more important.
In the UK it is the norm for us to divide different sex members of the Patrol into separate
sleeping tents, but there is certainly no requirement to split boys and girls into separate
areas of the camping field. Other member countries of WFIS find it normal and acceptable to
sleep mixed sex Patrols in a single tent.
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2. Patrol Camping – sleeping tents

It is not necessary to have huge
distances between Patrol sites, but
it is desirable for them to be selfcontained and preferably marked
off with a boundary fence of posts
and sisal – with of course a gateway through which visitors are welcomed.

Many Patrols take dining shelters, tables and benches with them to camp, but equally there
are those that take a pride in building their own camp kitchen from scratch, uniquely to their
own design.
Wood chopping, wood storage and fire areas
The size of the chopping area will be defined by the safety rules for
using an axe, and should therefore give two axe lengths (axe length =
length of arm and axe) space clear of any other people – including
those camped in the adjacent Patrol site. The chopping area should
be roped off and clear of any obstructions.
Normally the wood storage area should be between the chopping
area and the fire, and wood should be stacked neatly off the ground,
and be capable of being covered.
The fire area, should allow safe clear access for cooks, and
be 4 metres from the nearest canvas, and downwind from
it. Fire fighting equipment should be adjacent to the fire,
but not so close that it can’t be accessed if a fire gets out
of control. A fire bucket filled with water or sand, and a
fire blanket are normally sufficient.
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2. Patrol Camping – store tents and chopping areas

Store tents and camp kitchens
These may be separate or combined but
should provide a safe and comfortable
place for:
 Storing equipment – this may all
be stored in a Patrol box, but
remember there are hygiene
benefits to having a pot rack that
allows clean dixies and billies to be
stored upside down with air
circulating round them – anything
stored in a Patrol box must be spotlessly clean and totally dry – otherwise it
becomes an ideal breeding ground for bugs
 Storing food, which must be off the ground or in suitable containers to avoid it being
contaminated or spoilt. If food needs to be kept cool, a cool box with ice packs may
be possible – alternatively an improvised system using water and evaporation may
be considered.
It is strongly recommended that each Patrol holds basic food stores (tea, cocoa,
squash, cooking oil, herbs and spices, bread, butter, jam, milk, cereals, flour, salt and
pepper etc.) and are issued with daily rations by the camp Quarter Master first thing
each morning. The Patrol second often takes the responsibility for being Patrol QM.
 Preparing food, and cooking food if an open fire is not being used
 Eating cooked food

Cooking on an open fire is a skill that once mastered
opens up far more opportunities to create exciting and
delicious meals than the alternative of cooking on a
camp stove. Almost anything that can be cooked in a
domestic kitchen can also be cooked on an open fire,
especially if a camp oven has been built into the design.

Waste disposal
The Patrol site should have facilities for hygienically collecting waste:
 Dry burnable rubbish such as paper and card – a rubbish
sack is sufficient
 Dry non burnable rubbish, including plastics, glass and cans
should be collected in rubbish sacks and recycled where
possible
 Wet rubbish – many sites no longer allow wet pits to be dug,
if this is the case a camp gadget needs to be created to
separate water (which can be allowed to drain into the
ground) from any cooked or uncooked food waste. Much of the food waste can
subsequently be burned
 Toilet waste, is now normally disposed of into sewage systems. If it is acceptable to
bury it, it should be buried at a minimum depth of a metre, and the site clearly
marked. Most toilet paper is now readily degradable, and can be buried with the
other toilet waste.
Central services
For a Pack or Troop camp it is normal to have a central services area, which may include an
HQ / mess tent, a QMs store tent, the flagpole, first aid provision, the camp notice board
and leader tents.
The camp QM will issue stores each morning to each Patrol QM.
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2. Patrol Camping – hygiene and waste disposal

Personal hygiene facilities
The Patrol campsite may include a latrine, but it is now more common to have these sited
away from the sleeping and cooking area, or to use permanent toilet and shower blocks.
The latrine should always be placed downwind of sleeping and food preparation areas, and
have adequate hand washing facilities at all times. Even if the Patrol site does not include a
latrine, suitable hand washing facilities should always be available.
If no permanent washing / shower facilities are available on site, the Patrol site should
include a wash tent where a full body flannel wash is possible.
A washing line should be included, so that towels and tea towels can be dried, rather than
becoming an ideal breeding ground for bacteria.

3. Activity Camping
Camping allows relatively low cost access to an exciting world of activities, adventures and
challenges. Many Scout camp sites and activity centre sites offer a range of activities that
can be incorporated into the Patrol camping style described above, and this should still be
our normal approach.
However there are times when camping becomes the means to access an activity – for the
sake of the activity itself. We should still aim to keep the ethos of Patrol camping in this
situation, but adapt things like catering to reflect the needs of the activity.

4. Lightweight Camping
It is normal to introduce lightweight camping into our
programmes from about the age of 14 onwards, as
Scouts prepare for their 1st Class Journey or their
Duke of Edinburgh Award expeditions.
The objective here is to allow self-sufficient journeys
and expeditions to be undertaken where all the kit
and food required is carried by the Scout. That means
reducing the weight of kit to no more than one third
of the body weight of the Scout / or about 14kg
whichever is lower.
The B-PSA prepares its leaders to remotely supervise expeditions through “The Safety in the
Hills” Training programme – which aligns to the Walking Group Leader standard. Senior
Scouts are trained through the “Expeditions in Remote Country” training programme. Both
of these training programmes include theory and practice – and it is not the place of this
handbook to cover that content.
This is undoubtedly the area where modern materials and technology have combined to
have the highest impact on camping. Space and comfort may be sacrificed to keep the
weight of a tent down to as little as 1kg per person sharing the tent. The one thing which
cannot be compromised is safety – lightweight tents are often asked to cope with worse
weather conditions than base camp tents, we must invest in the best quality we can to
protect the safety and welfare of our Scouts.
Many Scouts have found that their emergency bivvi bag also doubles up very well for kit
storage, allowing rucksacks and boots to be kept dry overnight, without taking up vital space
in their hike tent.
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3. Activity Camping 4. Lightweight Camping

It may still be possible for Patrols to prepare and cook their own meals on camp stoves, or it
may be more suitable to opt for central catering. Whatever the solution, it is important not
to diminish the responsibility that Patrols take for their own welfare any more than is
absolutely necessary.

5. Bivouacs / temporary shelters
Building and sleeping in bivvis is a core activity of the 1st Class programme.

It is recommended that alternative nearby tented
accommodation is also available.

6. International Camping
Through membership of the World Federation of Independent Scouts (WFIS) we have easy
access to opportunities to camp internationally. WFIS Eurocamp is organised by
a member country every four years - Italy (2014) and Belgium (2018) – and
World Jamborees are organised every five years. We also benefit from
opportunities to camp with our International friends at a Group level.
Most WFIS Associations follow a Traditional Scouting ethos, and favour
Patrol based camping, but have adapted their techniques and standards to
suit their own organisations and environments. With open minds we can
learn from each other, and continue to develop the quality of Traditional
camping.
7. Indoor camping
Beavers and Wolf Cubs often use indoor accommodation as their first experience of Scout
sleep overs. At its most basic this can be sleeping on the Scout HQ floor on camping mats,
and can extend to bunk house style accommodation.
Youth Hostels and bunk houses are ideal bases for activity camps, and are regularly used by
Scouts, Senior Scouts and Rover Scouts.
Although we are in permanent structures with a roof over our heads, there is no reason why
the Patrol based systems described above should not be adapted to indoor camping.
When large numbers of young people are sleeping on Scout HQ floors, it is important to
ensure that clear and safe exit routes are available for all, and that there is a level of lighting
overnight which allows people to move to and from their beds safely and without disturbing
others.
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5. Bivouacs 6. International Camping 7. Indoor Camping

When bivouacs or other temporary shelters are used
we need to ensure that they are properly risk
assessed before they become overnight
accommodation – that they give suitable protection
from environmental issues, weather, animals, insects
etc.

8. Ceremonies at Camp
Being at camp and having 24 hour a day interaction and influence with young people,
provides far greater opportunities to develop the ceremonial and spiritual aspects of
Scouting than during short weekly meetings. Ceremonies also provide a “touch stone” which
provides reassurance and builds confidence in unfamiliar surroundings.

Scouts’ Own is often held on Sunday morning after flag break,
but it can be run very effectively on any day at the end of a
camp fire, as the songs have got quieter, and the fire dies
down. As the name implies – the Scouts themselves should
lead the session, or if that is not possible, they should be
involved as far as possible.
Court of Honour
The Court of Honour is one of the foundations of giving responsibility to Patrol Leader’s to
manage the affairs of the Troop.
Normally the Court of Honour is a meeting of Patrol
Leaders, and sometimes includes Patrol Seconds – adult
Scouters are invited to attend to give support and
guidance, and the benefit of their wisdom – but not
vote or dictate what decisions are made.
Think of it as a Patrol of Patrol Leaders – this will
transfer the spirit of friendship and collaboration that
exists in every Patrol across to the whole Troop.
Remember that whilst we have friendly rivalry between
Patrols, we are all part of a wider brotherhood.
At camp the Court of Honour should be held every day, normally just before lights out, to
review the activities of the day, discuss any problems, celebrate achievements and agree the
programme and notices for the following day.
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8. Ceremonies at Camp

Flag break should be held daily, and wherever possible in full
uniform. This is an ideal opportunity to issue the daily notices, and
to check health, welfare and moral. A short personal inspection is
normally held, and is a way to ensure that personal presentation
is up to standard, and to check welfare, morale and hygiene.
Flag down at dusk doesn’t necessarily require the presence of all
members of the camp. A uniformed Scout can perform the duty,
all other members of the Troop in camp gear stand to the alert
quietly facing the flag, from wherever they are working at the
time.
Cub / Scouts’ Own
This is an opportunity to use the environment to develop a deeper spiritual awareness and
understanding. If relevant this can be a religious part of the camp programme, but it can
equally well be a time of non religious reflection and learning.

9. Camp Cooking
This handbook is not the place to go into a lot of detail about camp
cooking and food storage, an outdoor cooking handbook is being
published during 2014 which contains everything from the burning
properties of wood, to fire lighting techniques and delicious recipes.
Here we need to concentrate more on the safety aspects. Although
arguably the 1995 General Food Hygiene regulations don’t apply to
us, and can’t be fully implemented in an outdoor camping
environment, we should work on the two basic principles of the
regulations:
 there should be adequate facilities to prepare and serve food safely; and
 food handling procedures should avoid exposing food to risk of any contamination.

We normally have limited access to refrigeration, so in practice this means we should:
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Plan menus to include foods that don’t spoil easily, and that can be stored in a cool
non refrigerated place without significant risk of deterioration or contamination
Buy fresh food regularly and store it in the shade, or in a cool box with ice packs, or
in an improvised cooler. Many large standing camps now find that they are able to
use major supermarket on line shopping to arrange fresh deliveries daily or every
other day
Store all food away from sources of external contamination
Have plentiful supplies of clean drinking quality water available for food preparation,
cooking, and personal hygiene
Ensure that all food preparation surfaces are regularly cleaned
Ensure that anyone handling food (adults and children) follow good personal
hygiene routines
Ensure that food is properly cooked before serving, and is served immediately whilst
still hot
Take care in choosing which “left overs” are saved for future use, by knowing which
items are likely to deteriorate quickly, or can’t be safely re-heated
Ensure that all cooking and eating equipment is properly cleaned, dried and stored
to avoid any contamination (daily or more frequent inspection)
Ensure that waste is disposed of carefully, and doesn’t entice pests into the food
storage or cooking areas
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9. Camp Cooking

It is advisable to have one adult at camp who acts as camp QM, and who takes responsibility
for overseeing the safe storage and preparation of food centrally and within Patrols. This
person may find it useful to have a level 1 food hygiene certificate, although it is not
essential, and should be used as a guide to good practice, within the constraints of a
Traditional Scout camp.”

10. Camp Permit Process – UK and International
For both UK and International camps, the permit process is now online and accessed
through the B-PSA website members’ area.
It is critical that all camps follow this process, not only to ensure best practice and record
keeping within the Association, but also to comply with the requirements of our insurers.
Normally, even for National or Area camps this is a Group responsibility – your AC needs to
know your plans and keep records of attendance.
Any queries regarding camp permits, should in the first instance be taken up with your Area
Commissioner.

Don’t faint! - This is a mocked up injury for an incident hike
At a standing camp there should be an area where 1st aid treatment can be given
comfortably and safely. A separate 1st aid tent is not necessary, a quiet area in a central
mess tent may be sufficient; but it is often worth having a spare tent available where an
injured or sick person can lie comfortably and quietly away from the normal hustle of camp.
These are the items found in a standard BSI compliant kit (2013):
A first aid leaflet
8 x sterile medium dressings
2 x sterile large dressings
4 x non sterile triangular bandages
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10. Camp Permits 11. First Aid

11. First Aid
Every B-PSA camp must have at least one leader who is qualified to the level accepted as an
Emergency First Aid at Work (EFAW) Course.
This training, and a two day course with a greater emphasis on first aid in the outdoors and
remote environments is available through the Association training team.
All first aid is based on three principles:
 Preserving life
 Preventing deterioration in condition
 Promoting recovery
In a camp environment, when we are remote from the
normal support of parents and carers, our responsibilities
extend far more to promoting recovery, than they ever do
in the Troop room. The implication of this, is that we need
to develop skills and have equipment available to achieve
this.
But it is also important that we seek professional medical
support in a timely manner, even if it isn’t easy or
convenient.

4 x finger dressings
2 x 4.5 metre conforming bandages
4 x packs of 6 safety pins
4 x sterile eye pads
Low allergy plasters
4 x packs of sterile cleansing wipes
12 x roll of microporous tape
12 x packs of sterile gloves
2 x disposable heat retaining blankets
2 x burnshield dressings
1 x clothing shears
1 x Face shield for CPR

Other things you may want to consider adding are:
 Steri strips
 Sun creams
 After sun
 Duct tape
 Instant cold packs
 Instant hot packs
 Tubigrip bandages
As the camp first aider you will also have responsibility for administering prescribed medicines to
individuals, these should be stored as directed on the packet, and in a safe but accessible place
(close to the first aid kit) – you should keep records of the dose and time that these medicines are
administered.
Some campers may have medication which they need to retain and self administer (for conditions
such as epilepsy, asthma and diabetes) – as first aider your responsibility is to ensure that the
camper knows where these medicines are, and can access them readily no matter what activity they
are engaged in, and to check and record daily the times and doses that they have administered.
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11. First Aid

Because in a camp situation we have a duty of care which should reflect that provided at
home, you may want to consider adding some medications that would normally be found in
a home medicine cabinet, but you should still not include any medication that has not been
authorised by parents or guardians, as part of your parental consent process.
 Allergy / hayfever treatment
 Laxatives
 Travel sickness tablets
 Imodium
 Pain killers (suitable for the age of child on camp)
 Sting treatment
 Rehydration sachets

When we are camping as Traditional Scouts, let’s remember some of the wisdom of our founder:

“An individual step in character training is to put responsibility on the
individual”

“The more responsibility the Scoutmaster gives his patrol leaders, the more
they will respond.”

Some thoughts from B-P

Good Camping
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